I4	ECONOMIC HISTORY
West Country the clothier was called the * gentleman
clothier 'l—an indication that the business of cloth-making
was not considered to involve social inferiority; even in
the Middle Ages there was a mayor of Canterbury who " took
upon him the occupation of making of cloths and lived like
a gentleman " 2. But the term is significant in another way :
it showed that the West Country clothier, unlike the York-
shire clothier, was not a manufacturer 3 in the literal sense
in which the word was used before the ' Industrial Revolu-
tion ', namely, a man who works with his own hands. The
manufacturers, par excellence, were the weavers and cloth-
finishers, while the clothiers assumed the functions of the
entrepreneur : they directed the industry and left to others
the execution of its details. Most clothiers probably never
learnt the regular trade of a weaver; indeed we find men
entering the occupation late in life, after essaying other
callings, for example, the law 4. It was a frequent com-
plaint that many persons exercised ' the art and mistery
of master clothier' without having " served a lawful ap-
prenticeship to the same, or having a proper skill in the
manufacture, and often times without having any substance
or sufficient stock to carry it on " ; and by " this destructive
liberty, upon every little motion of trade, persons of little
or no skill have rushed into this occupation . . . drawing
many raw and unexperienced labouring hands into the trade
more than the manufacture " could ever support 6. One-
1 The Beaux Merchant : A Comedy, By a Clothier (1714), 34 ; Parlia*
mentary Papers (1802-3), vii. n, 61. There were also ' gentlemen iron-
masters ' and ' gentlemen tanners ': Fell, The Early Iron Industry of
Furness, 265, 281. Cf. also, Hist. MSS. Comm. Verulam, 248. Thomas
Cromwell (The Dictionary of National Biography) and Sir William Petty
(Economic Writings, i. p. xiv.) were both connected with the clothing
industry in the early stages of their career.	a Supra, vol. i. 470.
8 A writer in The Gentleman's Magazine, ix. 237, refutes the charge
against clothiers of combining to lower the wages of the manufacturers.
* It was fairly common for men to pass from one occupation to another,
e.g. Yarranton, an ironmaster, had been apprenticed to a linen-draper,
but found " the shop too narrow and short for my large mind 1J : England's
Improvement (1677), 55,193. For an admirable account of Yarranton, see
A. L. Smith in The Dictionary of Political Economy.
^ 6 Perhaps the real grievance was that the ' interloping' clothiers
raised the price of labour by their competition : House of Commons Journals,
xii. 525 (1699); xxiii. 639, 648, 657, 664, 686 (1741); xxiv. 88, 112, 117, 124
(1742).

